User Guide
Interactive Mappers and Population Query Tool
This project offers two interactive mappers; both have a similar look and the
same navigation and reporting tools, but each maps salmon and steelhead
population/unit data in a different way. It also includes a way to query the
database for names, reports, and location, without using a map (population
query).
Species Maps — This interactive mapping tool
http://fishery.critfc.org/FiSci/FishUnitsIntroMap.htm (main page is
http://www.critfc.org/crosswalk/) displays the whole boundary for each pop/unit
defined by agency or regional process. The pop/units are grouped by species
within four regions in the Columbia Basin (Lower Columbia— below Bonneville
Dam, Middle Columbia—between Bonneville Dam and the Snake River, Upper
Columbia—above the Snake River, and the Snake River). When this mapper is
launched you will be presented with an intro map of the Species/Regions of the
Columbia Basin.

Region, species, and run selection map.

Click on the species icon in the region you wish to view, and the interactive map
will launch.
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This map will display the spring/summer Chinook salmon in the Upper Columbia and was chosen from the
Species/Region Introduction map.

HUC6 Map — This interactive mapping tool
http://map.critfc.org/flexviewers/huc6map/ displays the boundaries of 6th level
Hydrologic Unit Code (12 digit Subwatersheds) within the Columbia Basin that
are associated with any pop/unit of salmon or steelhead. The selection of any one
of the HUC 6s will return a report of all species and pop/units names and tabular
data that are linked to the subwatershed. This map looks similar upon
launching to the species maps.

NOTE – different web browsing applications and versions, Firefox, IE, Google Chrome, etc., may
display the mapping application and the reports differently; hopefully functionality is the same. If you
are having issues with performance, try another browser.
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The map design is very similar to many other interactive maps on the web today. Many of the navigation tools
should look very similar.
Overall Layout:
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Map Name: Display of map name. Subwatersheds (HUC6) Map is the
application that displays all HUC 6 boundaries with all species and populations.
Other maps are by species and region – i.e. Lower Columbia Chum.
Navigation Tools: This tool set includes several types of zooming and panning
tools. These tools should look very similar to other web interactive mapping
applications.
 Panning Tools - move the map automatically in increments when tool is
clicked. Includes Full Extent, Pan in several directions, and Next and
Previous Extent.
 Slider Bar for Zooming Tool - moves at predetermined scales of zoom.
 Pan Hand - manual panning after the tool is clicked and hand/mouse is
used to move the map.
 Zoom Tools - manual zooming after the tool is clicked, draw a box with
tool/mouse to zoom in or out in a selected area.
Panning
Tools

Panning
Tools

Panning
Tools
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Hand

Zoom Tools

NOTE: If your mouse has a roller it can be used for zooming in and out of the map.
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Layer List: This window shows the different layers of spatial data on the map. The complete layer list is not visible when
this window opens. To expand the layer list, click arrow button # 2. The window can be placed any way on the map by
dragging it with the mouse.
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Activity Tools: These tools are found on the top of the map in the center and include: Print, Legend, Identity Tool, and
Layer List.
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Reports generated by clicking the link in the Identify Window with HUC6 Information.
Depending on which application is in use, the first report generated will list the population/units that occupy the HUC for the
species/run mapping applications, or it will display a list of all species/populations occupying a HUC for the HUC mapping
application. Below are some examples of reports generated.

View of a Fish Units Subwatershed report generated from the HUC 6 mapping application for a Hood River HUC6 after the ID Tool was used on a HUC6. Note the Attribute
Report Link - each of the population/units of fish per agency or regional process associated with a HUC 6 has a set of attributes about the population/unit. Click this link to
get a report on the attributes from the source agency or regional group/process.
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SubWatershed Name – the name of the 12 level (HUC6) watershed associated with the listed populations.
Fish Unit – the population/unit name provided by each agency or tribe for their fish data.
Source – the agency, tribe or group/process that provided the data on the fish population.
Attribute Report Link – a link to another page that provides a report on the attributes for the fish populations. See next page of this user guide for an
example.
Comments – Any information about the individual HUC6 as pertaining to mapping of the fish population/unit boundaries from that source.

View of a Fish Unit Attribute report generated from the Attribute Report Link on the Fish Units Subwatershed report. This information is provided from the source agency and
displays what they want to share about their fish units. The metadata for the fields can be found as a link on the introduction web page under the description for each source
of fish data.
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View of a Fish Units Subwatershed report generated from the HUC6 mapping application. Again the attributes per fish unit are provided through a link.
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Links: The word “Link” can be clicked for a list of links that are useful for interacting with the Crosswalk mapping
application. Current list includes two items but is expected to grow.
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Basemaps: A set of basemaps that can be accessed to change the background reference
map layer.
The “Basemap” dropdown window has several basemaps to choose from and each of these
can be used instead of the basemap that appears when the application is started.

Population Query Tool
The Population Query Tool is accessed from the Crosswalk Introduction page at the end of
the "Using the Tools" section. It allows a user to query the fish population database to return
a list of populations that meet select criteria, without using the map interface. Use the dropdown lists on the query page to select any combination of Drainage Area (4th Field HUC),
Species, and Data Source. Clicking the "Run Your Query" button returns a list of populations
that match these criteria.
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View of page that opens when this tool is selected from the Introduction Page.

For example, selecting the criteria of Drainage Area = "Middle Fork Willamette", Species =
"Summer Steelhead", and Data Source = "Any" will return the list of summer steelhead
populations that have spawning/rearing areas somewhere in the Middle Fork Willamette
basin, from any data source. These results are provided in a summary report.

View of first report that opens when query criteria are selected from the Population Query dropdown lists.

From this report, you can click the link to population attributes for any population to see
information associated with this particular population. You may also click the link to
population subwatersheds to see a list of all subwatersheds that the population uses,
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according to the managing agency (data source). From this subwatersheds report, you can
then click any subwatershed report link to see a list of other populations associated with this
subwatershed, thus "crosswalking" between populations that share a given area without
using the map interface.

View of the report generated to display of all subwatersheds associated with a population.

River Systems, Species/Run, Hatchery as Populations Names in the Layer List
In the Layer List for Species/Run and regional maps, instead of using the exact names of
populations (some are extremely long) the name listed in the Layer List indicates the river or
creek of where the population is found. Also included is the source code of the populations in
parentheses. If the river or creek name is not a major system in the Columbia Basin then the
major system is indicated in the parentheses also. The list is also organized by location with
the population at the lower end of regions at the top of the list and the other populations in
order of moving through the system to the head waters. And within groups of identical river
or creeks the sources are listed in the same order (see below).
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An example of the ordering and labeling of populations in the layer list. Order is by source and by watersheds from lower to upper
parts of the region. Run type is indicated if different than default. And hatchery names are indicated for most hatchery
populations.

One of the ways in which fish managers have disagreed about salmon and steelhead
populations is the run type. A good example is summer Chinook. Many managers have
lumped together the Chinook returning in summer with either the spring or fall runs of
Chinook and label them springs/summers or summer/falls; others have managed this summer
returning fish as a true summer Chinook population. These tools have captured those
differences. Within the Species/Run maps per region, the populations’ labels in the Layer List
will indicate which run type. In the spring Chinook maps the default is spring only and the
population layer does not name the run. If the population is labeled a Spring/Summer the
type appears in the label. For fall Chinook, the default is fall only, if it is a Summer/Fall type
it is in the label. A separate map for summer Chinook is available for those fish managers
that have run type of summer only.
In a similar way a hatchery population that has a specific name based on a hatchery on not
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on the watershed/river system is also indicated within the naming convention of the Layer
List.
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